
•Buttons are all in All caps – hard for people with dyslexia

•When the page is loading we can’t see anything visually but the loading sign; the screen 
reader start telling what’s on the page – wasn’t a problem for our participant though but 
someone who can see a little and use a screen reader could be confused?

•NVDA: can’t use normal set of keys to find the searchbox

General

Homepage

•it’s clean, there isn’t too much

•hearing Go to repeated is annoying

•hearing some links more than once is confusing – makes it harder to know where they are 
on the page

•Browse support vs Browse all support services

•Blue focus hard to spot on grey footer (was not an issue for our participants)

•Lots of participants would like an email address to contact us

•Text is not always read by screen readers if they navigate via tabs or arrows

•When text is read, it is sometime understood as the website being under maintenance

Contact us -  from the footer or header

Format of the sense making session 11/12/19
We will have screenshots of pages, insights and some printed 
notes
 Following the mygov.scot recommendations:
  •Introductions: what we want to get from this session (5min)
•Data review: look at the insights, add post it when things are 
missing (20min)
•Data theming: in groups, record all opinions, rearrange the post 
it notes to identify themes and record them (45min)
•Next steps: agree next steps (20min)

•Text is not read by screen readers if they navigate via tabs or arrows but they get to the 
submit an enquiry button and the phone number

•When text is read, it is sometime understood as the website being under maintenance

Contact us -  from a null search

•Lots of tool tips are not needed and annoy the participants (names, email and phone) and 
they are read each time for screen readers

•Instructions for input fields in the form are after the field? (JAWS)

•Submit an enquiry:  the text and mandatory fields mention on the confirmation page are 
confusing when read

Submitting an enquiry

•Entering name / address for company or having to type it again when the tool can’t find 
address – confusing

•Address1 , then 2 then postcode, not easy for Screen reader users, some had put the town 
in Address 2

•In the business address drop down form, people didn’t know that the manual entry was a 
selectable option

The business name and trading address

•When you put your company name and address in the input, but this is not in the list, the 
error doesn’t make sense

•the way we display the errors would make it hard to spot for a colour blind users, the 
‘guilty’ field is in blue and the error message is underneath in red but not bold (not 
something that was picked up during the session – just an extra insight?)

Errors on the form page

•They all liked the structure, the simplicity and the layout

•Shortcut links where understood for what they are and giving a clear step by step feel

•Most felt it was the right amount of information

•Some felt the content was some time not simple enough (depends on the service...)

•Links and call to action where confusing (next slide)

•The partner logo is not understood by a person using a screen reader when they don’t hear 
‘Support provided by’

Service page -  general

•Some links say download but take you to a website, or are not clear heard out of context

•People don’t get they go to another website and when they understand that they are, then 
they are not sure if it’s a specific page or the homepage of the partner (CTA)

Next steps – links and CTA on service page

•Find out more, is annoying when heard multiple times on the search results – we should 
front load

•Level of information is good and clear

•the little icon on the button is not enough for the customer to understand they are taken to 
another website

•Might be worth mentioning to BG event manager, that online event Location is appearing 
as : Laptop – tablet and mobile – this comes direct form the API

Events

•Search / filter / types / browse – there is confusion around all these terms and 
functionalities

•Ensure if Events is part of All support or not. Usually initially think it is, but when checking 
the numbers, they realise it’s not

•There is no H2 heading level on this page

•On occasion, the screen reader would start reading everything on the page?

•The reading order of the listings page on a screen reader (You Search and then......no 
results. Just lots of Filters). Confusing on a screen reader.

Search results

Tabs and corresponding filters

•Tabs: how they are used and what happens with the filtering options when changed is not 
clear for participants (even for those who can see)

•Framing / design of the search and filters to make it clearer what the user is doing

•Different filters for each tab is often not noticed

•List boxes for Filter choices (There were a few things that kicked screenreaders in and out 
of Edit Mode)

•Use of list boxes, where users didn’t understand how to interact with them properly

feedback links 
on service page 
were not tested

Drop sr- 
only "Go 
to" from 
nav links

SR users have 
difficulty orienting 

themselves, 
especially for 

events tab

How can we 
make it easier 
for SR users to 
get a mental 

model of layout?

Remove text- 
transform: 
uppercase 

from button 
text

Hide intro copy 
on submission 
of form (think 

this is in 
progress?)

<a class="cta  cta- - primary cta- - icon- right" data- results- url="url" 
href="https://www.bgateway.com/events/business- start- up- business- planning- 14127" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">
            <span class="cta__text">Find out more</span>
            <span class="sr- only"> about </span>
            <span class="sr- only" data- results- content="name">Business Start- Up: Business 
Planning</span>
            <span class="sr- only"> link opens in a new window</span>
            <div class="cta__icon">
                <svg class="icon icon- - cta- external- link" aria- hidden="true">
                    <use xlink:href="/assets/images/symbols.svg#external- link- - thin"></use>
                </svg>
            </div>
        </a>

Add aria- 
hidden 

attribute to 
this

Remove 
this

Ticket to be 
raised: change 

buttons to lower 
case

(not just buttons 
and not just sep)

Further testing to 
see if it’s an issue for 

partially sighted 
people

(loading page – not 
seen but already 

read)

Add role= 
research to 
keywords 

search

UR on if delay is 
required for 

assistive techs when 
spinner appears 

before reading out 
content

issue is 
not SEP 
specific

High 
priority

Medium 
or not 

prioritised

Check if focus 
outline is 

native browser 
if so needs 
overridden

Investigation 
required on 
go to (QA)

Ticket to be 
raised: make 

phone number 
a link (High)

Email address is 
in accessibility 

statement, make 
sure it’s easy to 
find for sr users

Telephone icon 
should have an alt 

text as it’s not 
obvious the number 
is a phone number 

to contact us

Felt there were 
too many tooltips, 

some 
unnecessary

(addressed below)

Phone number 
important for 
screen reader 

users

instructions 
after field 

(QA to 
investigate)

Update ‘can’t find 
your company’ 
copy to include 

“click/tap here to  
...” (High)

Update error 
message wording 
to be clearer and 

say what the 
problem is

Maybe need a tool 
tip for phone to say 

the aera code is 
needed (or just 

validate that there is 
at least 7 numbers?)

Further 
testing 

around error 
messages

Ticket to be raised: 
links and CTA under 

next steps to be 
reviewed, too many 

links (medium)

maybe add the 
'Find out more' 

piece before the 
'link opens in a 
new window'?

Improve error 
display for 

each error in 
the address 

fields

Mandatory fields are hidden behind change address 
(city, business name, postcode, data8, doesn’t always 
provide all 3 generic errors is displayed at bottom of 
the page blocking the user from resolving the error 
themselves: suggest showing all mandatory  (maybe 

check how Company house do that on their website as 
an example?)

Ticket to be 
raised: 

front load 
links (High)

Ticket to be 
raised: logo 

description to say 
support provided 
by as opposed to 

just BG

Are you 
trading was 

pre selected, 
so most just 

skipped it

Ticket to be 
raised: can we 

skip to results on 
SR after search 

performed? 
(medium)

Clear all 
filters: not 
used, not 
noticed

Further testing 
required around 
tab labels. These 
have proven fine 

in previous testing 
(low)

Some screen readers 
skipped from searchbox to 
first result without saying 

how many result were 
found (could be useful for 
users to know how many 

they are so they don’t try to 
tab through all of them)

Ticket to be 
raised – text 

should be read 
by screen 

reader

Ticket to be 
raised: text to 
be user tested 

/ re- written 
(high)

remove tooltip 
for name , 
email, and 

phone 
(Medium)

Find out 
more 

annoying  
(UR needed)

Assess as well the 
potential links on 
the page in other 

sections (medium)

Little icon 
not 

understood 
(UR needed)

Existing ticket: 
external link 

highlight, currently 
in backlog to be 

implemented with 
SR in mind

Aria live to 
remove – screen 
reader starting to 
read everything 

on occasions

Need to review 
DOM 

structure, 
place filter 

under tabs?
Ticket to be raised: 

code to be 
restructured to 

more logically take 
SR users through 
the page (High)

Ticket to be raised: 
categories list says 

option 1 of 6 instead 
of 1 of 28 (event 

categories) until see 
more is highlighted 

(High)

David O 
notes

I take it we 
mean 

role="search"
We do use ARIA 

to announce 
that "Results are 
loading, please 

wait."

<p 
class="interstitial__s

ubtitle- loading sr- 
only" aria- 

live="assertive">Res
ults are loading, 
please wait.</p>

SVG is not part 
of the link and is 
not an <img> so 

can't use alt 
attribute

We could use a 
<desc> element in 

the svg but not 
sure of whow well 
supported that is

Might be simpler 
just to add <span 

class="sr- 
only">Call us on 

</span> inside the 
<a>

Image is 
preceded by 
text saying 
"Support 

provided by"

If we amend alt 
attributes we 

would need to 
hide the text from 

ATs to avoid 
redundancy

Steven is 
already 

working on 
this https://se- qa- 

singleentrypoi
nt.azurewebsit
es.net/browse- 

support/

Could we create 
some kind of in- 
page navigation 
landmark, with a 

keystroke to 
return to it?

https://resources.mygov.scot/37f87d5/designing-public-services-in-scotland/how-to-design-services/collaborative-sensemaking/
https://www.bgateway.com/events/business-start-up-business-planning-14127
https://se-qa-singleentrypoint.azurewebsites.net/browse-support/
https://se-qa-singleentrypoint.azurewebsites.net/browse-support/
https://se-qa-singleentrypoint.azurewebsites.net/browse-support/
https://se-qa-singleentrypoint.azurewebsites.net/browse-support/
https://se-qa-singleentrypoint.azurewebsites.net/browse-support/

